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ABSTRACT 
Egyptian potato exports have been encountering several challenges, both internal and external, which resulted in lower volume of exports to 
foreign markets. Therefore, the research mainly aimed to identify the potentials for increasing Egyptian potato exports to foreign markets in 
the light of surrounding difficult conditions through studying Egyptian potato exports volume, market share, and penetration into various 
markets over the period 2009-2013. In addition, the research studied the competing countries and relative prices in main import markets. 
Based on the achieved results, the research offered recommendations, the most important of which is unifying all the efforts, starting from 
policy makers' level until farmers' level, in order to improve the competitive position of the produced potatoes in main importing countries.     
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INTRODUCTION 
  
 Egyptian exports of vegetables, especially potatoes, have lately been experiencing difficulties. Potato 
exports used to account for 40% of Egypt’s total exports value, especially during the winter, plus half a billion 
US$ per annum from Russia, one of the top importers of Egyptian potatoes. Egypt witnessed the most difficult 
potato export season in 2014-2015, when potato exports declined by 50% compared to previous years due to 
rejecting potato shipments, especially by European markets, despite the good quality and improved domestic 
production. Neglecting potato producers is one of the main reasons for the sharp decline in potato exports. Since 
2005, the Government has been neglecting to provide potato producers with appropriate subsidy to buy the 
imported potato seeds that guarantee achieving production efficiency, which caused them to plant repeatedly 
used potato seeds that yield a production that is not good for export purposes[1] .    
  
Study Problem: 
 Egyptian potato exports have been encountering numerous internal and external challenges that hamper its 
competitive position in external markets.  Despite the fact that the successive increases in exchange rate of US 
dollar encouraged many countries to import from Egypt, the problem lies in the economic recession and low 
rates of economic growth that negatively influenced those European countries that used to be the main export 
markets for Egyptian vegetables. Another important reason is the problems surrounding international and local 
contracts. In addition, the increase in exchange rate of US dollar resulted in raising farmgate prices thus 
consumer prices. 
 
Research objective: 
 The research investigates the potentials for increasing exports of Egyptian potatoes to various markets in 
the light of the internal and external challenges this crop has been encountering. Therefore, the research aims to 
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study exported quantities, market share, and market penetration of Egyptian potatoes in various markets over the 
period 2009-2013. 
 
Methodology and Sources of Data: 
 To achieve its objectives, the research relied on some models to estimate market share and market 
penetration of Egyptian potatoes into foreign markets, in addition to descriptive statistics. As for the sources of 
data, the research relied on data published on the electronic Websites of the World Food Organization and the 
United Nations, beside some studies related to the research subject. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
First: Average Exports of Egyptian Potatoes to Various Markets: 
 It is clear from Table (1) that total exports of Egyptian potatoes to world countries over the period 2009-
2013 amounted to 386.1 thousand tons, of which 27.11% are exported to European countries; 16.26% are 
exported to Arab countries; and the remaining 56.63% are exported to other countries. At the level of "European 
countries", Greece, Italy, United Kingdom came on top the importing countries, with total imports estimated at 
91.3 thousand tons, i.e., 87.2% of Egypt's total potato exports to the EU countries, whereas 23.6% are exported 
to the rest of the World. At the level of "Arab countries", Lebanon, Tunisia, and the United Arab Emirates came 
on top the importing countries, with total imports estimated at 50.6 thousand tons, i.e., 80.6% of Egypt's total 
potato exports to Arab countries, whereas 13.1% are exported to the rest of the World. At the level of other 
countries, it was found that Russia, Ukraine, and Croatia came on top the importing countries, with total imports 
estimated at 145.1 thousand tons, i.e., 66.3% of Egypt's total potato exports to Arab countries, whereas 37.6% 
are exported to the rest of the World. Finally, Russia, Greece, Italy, and Lebanon came on top of the importing 
countries at the level of the world, with imported quantities representing 35.1%, 12%, 8.5%, and 7.2% of 
Egypt's potato exports to the world, respectively. 
 
Table 1: Average Exports of Egyptian Potatoes and Shares in Foreign Markets for the Period 2009-2013.  

Country Groups and Countries 
Egypt's 
Exports 
(Ton) 

% of Egypt's 
Total Exports 

Country's Total 
Imports 
(Ton) 

Egypt's Market 
Share 
(%) 

European 
Countries' Group 

Greece 46352 12.00 153191 30.26 
Italy 32932 8,53 641733 5.13 
UK 12001 3.11 399471 3.00 

Holland 8749 2.27 1508549 0.60 
Germany 3628 0. 94 761874 0.48 

other Countries 994 0. 26 1850135 0.10 
Total 104656 27.11 5314953 2.00 

Arab Countries' 
Group 

Lebanon 27682 7.17 81019 34.17 
Tunisia 16240 4.20 45356 35.81 
Emirates 6704 1.74 44815 15.00 
Kuwait 5925 1.53 264454 2.24 
Amman 3460 0. 90 40272 8.60 

Other Arab Countries 2785 0.72 200250 1.40 
Total 62796 16.26 676166 9.29 

Other Countries' 
Group 

Russia 135614 35.12 687429 19.73 
Ukraine 6589 1. 71 10229 64.40 
Croatia 2851 0.74 51208 5.57 

Romania 2306 0.60 109923 2.10 
Other Countries 71289 18.46 -  

Total 218649 56.63   
 Countries' Total 386101 100   

Source: www.fao.org     &   comtrade.un.org 
 
Second: Market Share of Egyptian Potato Exports to Various Markets: 
 Egypt's market share refers to the percentage of total sales volume in a certain market. It is clear from Table 
(1) that average market share of Egyptian potatoes for the period 2009-2013 reached maximum in Ukraine by 
accounting for 64.4%, followed by Tunisia (35.8%), Lebanon (34.17%), Greece (30.26%), Russia (19.73%), 
Emirates (15%), Oman (8.6%), Croatia (5.57%), Italy (5.13%), UK (3%), Kuwait (2.24%), Romania (2.1%), 
Holland (0.6%), and finally Germany (0.5%). 
 
Third: Market Penetration Rate of Egyptian Potatoes: 
 Market penetration rate is a measure of the percentage of sales volume an existing product achieves in 
relation to the competition. Results of studying the market penetration rate of Egyptian potatoes into various 
markets are presented in Table (2). It can be noted that Oman ranked first, where Egyptian potato's penetration 
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rate amounted to 27.04%, followed by Emirates (12.62%), Lebanon (10.75%), Greece (5.23%), Tunisia 
(4.28%), and Kuwait (1.9%), whereas penetration rate into other markets recorded only fractions.  
 
Competing Countries in Main Import Markets: 
 Results indicate that the main import markets for Egyptian potatoes include Russia, Italy, and Greece, with 
total imports amounting to 215 thousand tons, representing around 55.7% of the average imported quantity of 
Egyptian potatoes for the period 2009-2013, estimated at 386.101 thousand tons, as shown in Table (1).  
 
Table 2: Egyptian Potato Exports Penetration into Foreign Markets Over the Period 2009-2013. 

Country Groups and Underlying Countries 
Country's Total 
Imports (Ton) 

Country's Total 
Exports (Ton) 

Country's Total 
Production (Ton) 

Penetration Rate 
(%) 

European 
Countries' Group 

Greece 153191 20699 753505 5.23 
Italy 641733 140000 1558886 1.60 

United Kingdom 399471 303135 5709750 0.21 
Holland 1508549 1779181 7020268 0.13 
Germany 761874 1800217 10938200 0.04 

Other Countries 1850135 8176755 9061055 - 
Total 5314953 12219987 35041664 0.37 

Arab Countries' 
Group 

Lebanon 81019 125304 301856 10.75 
Tunisia 45356 9041 342750 4.28 
Emirates 44815 745 9051 12.62 
Kuwait 264454 885 42839 1.90 
Amman 40272 448 9172 27.04 

Other Arab Countries 200250 169547 1606877 - 
Total 676166 305970 2312545 2.37 

Other Countries' 
Group 

Russia 687429 46243 30886772 0.43 
Ukraine 10229 9628 22355725 0.03 
Croatia 51208 4326 187889 1.21 

Romania 109923 8725 3458856 0.07 
Other Countries   -  

Total     
 Countries' Total     

Source: www.fao.org     &   comtrade.un.org 
 
1. Russian Market: 
 As indicated in Table (3), which presents Russia's import matrix from main potato export countries, total 
quantity of potatoes imported by Russian market amounted to 687.429 thousand tons in 2014, of which 
Egyptian potatoes represent 20.6%, whereas Egypt's export price is estimated at US$ 603/ton. It is also clear that 
main countries competing Egypt in the Russian market include Azerbaijan, Belgium, Belarus, and Afghanistan, 
with total quantity amounting to 107 thousand tons. It can be noted that the lately mentioned countries enjoy a 
comparative advantage in potato production in comparison to Egypt, which resulted in export prices lower than 
Egypt's export price by 24.4%, 45.4%, 35.3%, and 46.6%, respectively. Therefore, in case Egypt managed to 
lower the export price to similar levels, Egyptian potato exports to Russia can be increased by the same percent 
of reduction in export prices. 
 
Table 3: Countries Competing Egypt in Russia's Potato Import Market.  

Relative Importance of 
Imports (%) 

Import Price 
US$/Ton 

Imports Value 
(US$ 1000) 

Imports Quantity 
(Ton) 

Competing Countries 

1.90 329 4292 13053 Afghanistan 
0.05 607 201 331 Algeria 
0.30 550 1247 2266 Armenia 
0.003 824 14 17 Australia 
0.01 549 45 82 Austria 
9.70 456 30334 66520 Azerbaijan 
0.80 449 2559 5697 Bangladesh 
1.90 322 4270 13276 Belarus 
2.00 390 5411 13864 Belgium 
1.00 864 57 66 Bosnia &Herzegovina 
20.60 603 85265 141497 Egypt 

   256669 Total 
   687429 World Total 

Source: www.fao.org  
 
2. Greek Market: 
 As indicated in Table (4), which presents Greece's import matrix from main potato export countries, total 
potatoes imports by the Greek market amounted to 153.191 thousand tons in 2014, of which Egyptian potatoes 
represent 31.1%, whereas potato imports from competing countries represent 22.9% of the world total potato 
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imports for the same year. It is also clear that main countries competing Egypt in the Greek market include 
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Czech Republic, and Denmark. Cyprus is considered of the main countries 
competing Egypt in the Greek market, followed by Belgium, with total imports representing 3.8%. A 
comparison between Egypt and Bulgaria's potato export prices indicate that export price per ton of potatoes is 
US$ 385 higher, which can be justified by the fact that Egyptian potatoes do not enjoy a comparative advantage 
in the Greek market due to lacking the specifications of Bulgarian potatoes.    
 
Table 4: Countries Competing Egypt in Greece's Potato Import Market. 

Relative Importance of 
Imports (%) 

Import Price 
US$/Ton 

Imports Value 
(US$ 1000) 

Imports Quantity 
(Ton) 

Competing Countries 

1.0 366 536 1465 Austria 
3.8 866 5003 5776 Belgium 
1.7 272 703 2587 Bulgaria 
15.5 612 14536 23739 Cyprus 
0.1 270 60 222 Czech Republic 
0.9 657 876 1334 Denmark 
31.1 481 22902 47577 Egypt 
   82700 Total 
   153191 World Total 

Source: www.fao.org 
 
2. Greek Market: 
 As indicated in Table (5), which presents Italy's import matrix from main potato export countries, total 
potato imports by the Italian market in 2014 amounted to 100 thousand tons representing 15.7%. It is clear that 
Egyptian potatoes' share in the Italian market is the highest compared to competing countries, where it reached 
11.8% despite the apparent difference between Egypt's export price and the export prices of competing 
countries, which reached US$ 178, 187, 316, and 179 for Belgium, Austria, Czech Republic, and Denmark, 
respectively. This means that Egyptian potatoes agree the taste of Italian consumers. Accordingly, there is a 
possibility for increasing quantities exported to the Italian market in case Egypt managed to reduce the export 
price. 
 
Table 5: Countries Competing Egypt in Italy's Potato Import Market.  

Relative Importance of 
Imports (%) 

Import Price 
US$/Ton 

Imports Value 
(US$ 1000) 

Imports Quantity 
(Ton) 

Competing Countries 

1.0 355 3397 9557 Belgium 
0.96 346 2128 6154 Austria 
0.13 632 531 840 Cyprus 
0.15 217 258 951 Czech Republic 
1.10 354 2585 7296 Denmark 
11.80 533 40342 75709 Egypt 

   100507 Total 
   641733 World Total 

Source: www.fao.org 
 
4. Relative Price of Competing Countries in Main Import Markets: 
 Relative price is one of the core determinants and influential factors on the competitive position of any 
commodity in international market. The lower the relative price of the exported commodity the stronger its 
competitive position among competing countries[2]   . 
 Relative Price = Export Price of a Country's Commodity/Export Price of the Competing Countries. 
 
Table 6: Countries Competing Egypt in Italy's Potato Import Market. 

Italian Market Greek Market Russian Market 
Relative Price Competing Country Relative Price Competing Country Relative Price Competing Country 

1.501 Belgium 1.314 Austria 1.833 Afghanistan 
1.540 Austria 0.555 Belgium 0.993 Algeria 

 Cyprus 1.768 Bulgaria 1.096 Armenia 
2.456 Czech republic 0.786 Cyprus 0.732 Australia 
1.506 Denmark 1.781 Czech republic 1.098 Austria 

  0.732 Denmark 1.322 Azerbaijan 
    1.343 Bangladesh 
    1.873 Belarus 
    1.546 Belgium 
    0.698 Bosnia &Herzegovina 

Source: www.fao.org 
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 A relative price less than one indicates a stronger competitive position of the exported commodity relative 
to the exports of competing countries. In contrast, a relative price greater than one indicates a weak competitive 
position of the exported commodity in the import market. 
 Results of studying the relative prices are presented in Table (6). It is clear that Egyptian potato exports 
suffer a weak competitive position in the Russian market, where it reached 30% relative to the export prices of 
Algeria, Australia, and Bosnia &Herzegovina. It can also be noted that Egyptian potato exports suffer a weak 
competitive position in the Italian market, where it reached 20% relative to the export prices of Cyprus. 
Egyptian potato exports' competitive position in the Greek market reached 50% relative to the export prices of 
Belgium, Cyprus, and Denmark. The weak competitive position of Egyptian potatoes can be explained by its 
higher export price relative to the export prices of competing countries. However, such higher price can be a 
result of the higher production cost, or the timing of exports. 
 In case the weak competitive position of Egyptian potatoes is due to the higher export price, then there is a 
need for adjusting some of the agricultural policies implemented in Egypt, the most important of which is 
formulating policies that aim to subsidize potato producers, especially those in the export oriented production 
areas in order to reduce the cost of production thus export price and eventually competitiveness. However, if the 
weak competitive position of Egyptian potatoes is due to export timing, which means that Egyptian potatoes 
prevail in the markets of importing countries during certain months of the year, then it is hard to reduce the price 
in this case because it acquires a monopolistic characteristic due to the absence of competitors in the import 
markets during these months.  
 In the light of the achieved results, the research offers some recommendations.  
 
Main Recommendations: 
 It is important that Egypt unifies all the efforts, starting from policy makers' level until farmers' level, in 
order to improve the competitive position of the produced potatoes in main importing countries. This of course 
requires adjusting the implemented agricultural policies so that it helps farmers realize an income sufficient to 
produce a crop that satisfies the standards required by world importing markets, including sanitary and 
phytosanitary standards, which eventually help in achieving strong penetration of Egyptian potatoes into various 
markets. 
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